SUSTAINABLE GROWTH & STRONG CORPORATE CULTURE

With a holistic approach to people and companies, Michael helps corporate leaders to optimize and develop their organizations, in order for them
to be fully endowed to reach their business dreams and create sustainable growth.
Michael uses his more than 18 years of experience within sales, marketing, leadership, and business development, when he uses his focus on
how people and culture are the most important factors when striving towards creating winner organizations. Organizations where managers and
employees are aware of their purpose, who they are, and what they stand by. This is the way to create prosperity, good energy, and unique results
which co-workers and clients both can sense. This is what we call a strong corporate culture.

INSPIRATION AND WORKSHOPS

Michael Casparij

CEO, CASPARIJ – Culture, Branding &
Strategy
Passionated, Strategical Sparring Partner with a
humane and commercial focus.
Founder of CASPARIJ, Consultant & Mentor
"As a Strategical Sparring Partner, I am passionated
about helping leaders and organizations to succeed
and create sustainable growth."
Read more about Michael at:
www.casparij.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelcasparij/

With great devotion, Michael offers tailored speakings and workshops about what he is passionated about. Focus is always on createinga space
filled with new knowledge, reflections, and a wish for personal and shared development :
• Culture (will be)are your most important asset in the future
• Leadership of the future
• Optimize communication and cooperation within the organization
• Create unique costumer experiences based on a conscious corporate culture

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Michael tailors developments processes for companies wanting to review a facilitated process about their culture, branding, and strategies.

PLAY YOUR TALENT– A SHORTCUT TO INCREASED JOBSATISFACTION AND PRODUCTIVITY

Play Your Talent is used as a strategical tool for creating an insight to each person's and team's talents, creating a joint platform for people to
understand what gives, and what drains them of energy, as well as understanding how different tasks can be solved better and more effectively
when awareness around personal behavior is fully understood. All of this is insights to make it possible for us to improve our communications and
make better decisions, which will lead to great job satisfaction, and profit.

